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Dear old and new guests, our campsite will operate with full service from June 1.
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We are open again from 19.03.2024 all year around.
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Wir haben ab dem 19.03.2024 wieder ganzjährig geöffnet.
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Nous sommes de nouveau ouverts à partir du 19.03.2024 toute l'année.
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Nothing Found


Sorry, the post you are looking for is not available. Maybe you want to perform a search?




	
		
		
			









    For best search results, mind the following suggestions:

    	Always double check your spelling.
	Try similar keywords, for example: tablet instead of laptop.
	Try using more than one keyword.
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+36302310923




info@hallercamping.com




H-1096 Budapest, Haller utca 27.

H-1097 Budapest, Óbester utca 2.





		

Wash Point Kft. © All rights reserved!

Haller Camping Budapest - Hungary



Hosting Provider:

Web-Server Kft. 4025 Debrecen, Pásti u. 2. I/5.

Privacy and Data Management Policy
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To make this site work properly, we sometimes place small data files called cookies on your device. Most big websites do this too.		Read more     
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			                 Privacy settings


    Decide which cookies you want to allow.

    You can change these settings at any time. However, this can result in some functions no longer being available. For information on deleting the cookies, please consult your browser’s help function.

    Learn more about the cookies we use.


With the slider, you can enable or disable different types of cookies:
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